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I’ve commented several times that what the Swedes say internally about their sex industry is often
very different to the impression they give abroad, when trying to export the sex purchase ban.
This (http://polisen.se/Vastmanland/Aktuellt/Nyheter/Gemensam/apr-jun/Har-kan-mangora-stordad-i-det-lilla-/) is a good recent(ish) example, a press statement from their police
service website – only issued in Swedish – which, run through Google Translate, reveals
something interesting about police knowledge of the sex trade:
Most of the sex trade [is] currently conducted via the internet. None of the inspecting
authorities have a complete picture of the scope as they are not engaged in continuous or
structured reconnaissance.*
It’s an interesting contrast with the claims we normally hear from the Swedes, which exude
absolute confidence and certainty that their sex industry has declined since clients were
criminalised. Self-evidently, if you aren’t monitoring something in a consistent and coherent
fashion, you can’t reach a definitive conclusion as to whether or not it has declined.

The police do monitor the sex industry to some degree, of course, and their findings are included
every year in a document titled Trafficking in human beings for sexual and other purposes
(http://www.polisen.se/Global/www%20och%20Intrapolis/Informationsmaterial/01%20Polisen%20nationellt/En
The English version of the latest report was published last May, and covers the year 2011. While
that makes it slightly out of date at this point, it’s still more than a decade after the sex purchase
ban was introduced, and therefore useful in helping to determine whether the law’s objectives
really have been met.
Section 3.1 covers “Trafficking in human beings for sexual purposes”, and it starts off by hedging
the statistics with the following disclaimer:
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According to the Swedish National Police Board it is difficult to estimate how many people
fell victim to human trafficking in Sweden during 2011. The number of victims of human
trafficking identified in Sweden largely depends on the resources which the police put into
detecting this crime and on the experience and competence that exists within the police
organisation. The level of these initiatives varies between police authorities and can vary from
one year to another. It is not possible to identify or even to locate all of the victims, mainly girls
and women, mentioned in tapped telephone calls or observed during police surveillance.
There’d be nothing remarkable about this paragraph, were it not for the fact that it entirely
contradicts one of the lines the Swedes often use
(http://www.rte.ie/news/2011/0926/news1pm.html) when trying to sell the sex purchase ban
abroad: “if the customers could find these persons, we could find them”. That line is intended to
refute the suggestion that the sex industry has merely gone underground; but the text quoted
above (and similar elsewhere in this report) is an open admission that some of it is underground
and will probably remain there. And this, bear in mind, refers only to those believed to be victims
of trafficking; if they admittedly can’t estimate those numbers, it’s hardly possible they could
estimate the numbers of people selling sex through choice or circumstance, who (one hopes) they
aren’t expending as much of their resources to find.
While the report quite rightly attributes some of the increase in numbers to better investigative
work, it also indicates a belief that at least some of the increase represents more actual cases. For
example, describing an apparent rise in the number of “women from Lithuania who are being
exploited in prostitution in Sweden”, the report says:
Changes in the victims’ backgrounds and nationalities can be explained by a weakened
national socio-economic climate which is hitting women and girls particularly badly. The
economic crisis in southern Europe may also mean that human traffickers and pimps are
directing their activities towards countries with more stable economies, such as Sweden.
These two statements may seem somewhat at odds with each other – the first suggests that the
numbers are increasing because Sweden’s economy is getting worse [ETA – see comments below
from Laura Agustín], while the second suggests that it’s because Sweden’s economy is relatively
stable – but the important points are this: first, the tacit acknowledgment (made explicit later in
the report) that there has been an increase at all; and second, the admission that Sweden remains
attractive to “human traffickers and pimps”, which is totally contrary to the propaganda we hear
about it all. the. time.
A genuine jaw-dropper follows a few paragraphs later:
In 2009, the National Bureau of Investigation estimated that there were about 90 Thai massage
parlours in Stockholm and vicinity, most of which were judged to be offering sexual services
for sale. At the turn of 2011/2012, the number of Thai massage parlours in the Stockholm area
was estimated to be about 250 and throughout the country about 450.
Now, what kind of “successful ban” leads to an almost threefold increase in one type of provider of
the banned thing in less than three years? If the estimate is accurate, this statistic alone ought to
put paid to any claim that the law is an effective deterrent. An industry that has lost a lot of its
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customers couldn’t possibly expand at a rate like that. (See previous post on this topic here
(http://feministire.wordpress.com/2011/10/25/more-on-those-non-existent-swedishbrothels/).)
The report goes on to shed an interesting light on the Swedish view of sex workers who choose
their occupation – in particular, those who aren’t from Sweden. It states:
In February 2011, the police authority in the county of Halland decided to deport a Romanian
woman … . Police authorities said that the woman, who made her living through prostitution,
constituted a threat to public order and security. The woman appealed to the Swedish
Migration Board who made the same assessment as the police authority in Halland: namely
that prostitution is indeed legal in Sweden, but the purchase of sexual services is a criminal
offence. This means in practice that a crime has to be committed under Swedish law to enable
a person engaged in prostitution to support themselves.
This decision was ultimately thrown out in court as a breach of EU freedom of movement, but
subsequently the Justice Ombudsman, considering the case of another EU sex worker, upheld the
Migration Board’s position:
“…prostitution is to be regarded as a dishonest means of support according to the law.
Prostitution – which can not occur without a crime having been committed – may also be
considered as a prohibited occurrence in one principal element. Unlike the judgement in a
previous determination by the Ombudsman for Justice, which related to begging, deportation
in this case is considered to be compatible with the Aliens Act.”
This demonstrates a point which is well-made by Norwegian criminologist May-Len Skilbrei here
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2014/01/03/the-nordic-model-of-prostitution-law-is-amyth/): just because it isn’t a crime to sell sex doesn’t mean a person can do so without facing the
strong arm of the law. If the State makes it a policy that sex work is something that cannot be
tolerated, its officers will fight it with whatever means they have at their disposal: immigration
laws, housing laws (as in Norway’s notorious “Operation Homeless”
(http://feministire.wordpress.com/2012/07/01/the-oslo-report-on-violence-against-sexworkers/)), public order laws (same link; see also the French bill which explicitly allows
(http://site.strass-syndicat.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/dp-ppl-version-finalecouleurs.pdf) such laws to be used against street workers); Anti-Social Behaviour Orders
(http://www.limerickleader.ie/news/local-news/gardai-seek-asbos-to-curb-prostitution-inlimerick-1-5416137) (the reversal of which was deemed “frustrating”
(http://www.independent.ie/opinion/analysis/its-time-for-a-new-approach-to-our-handling-ofthe-oldest-profession-29872853.html) by a Swedish model-supporting Irish parliamentarian),
custody laws (with tragic consequences (http://storify.com/linuskendall/sex-worker-killed-bythe-man-swedish-courts-gave-f) last year) and probably anything else you can think of, short of
actually prohibiting the sale of sexual services. And these have a similar effect as prohibiting the
sale of sexual services, namely, giving sex workers an incentive to avoid state officials or anyone
they think might rat them out to state officials (including the police and health and social
services). In this context, the distinction between the Swedish model and one which directly
criminalises the sale of sex is a distinction without all that much of a difference.
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Getting back to the report, it goes on to describe in some detail the awful conditions and abuse
that many migrant sex workers endure. I won’t quote it here, but suffice to say it’s on a par with
any of the tragedy porn regularly cited in support of the Swedish model. It describes the significant
involvement of organised crime in the sex industry, another of the things we in Ireland are
frequently told we need the Swedish model to address. And it also goes on to describe a Swedish
“review” site which could easily have been used as a source on that Invisible Men
(http://www.minxylydia.com/1/post/2013/06/the-invisible-men-tumblr-and-my-thoughts-onreviews.html) tumblr (which, of course, also propagandises for the Swedish model). These are
other ways in which the sex purchase ban seems to have fallen short of the grandiose claims made
for it.
The report then confirms something sex workers themselves have complained of:
In 2011, the police Prostitution Team in Stockholm established that the sex-purchasers seemed
to prefer to use “out-calls” to a greater extent than before. One reason for this is believed to be
that the sex-purchasers consider that the risk of detection will be less if they order a woman to
come to their home instead of exploiting her in a hotel room.
Here, the report directly contradicts one of the findings of the 2010 official evaluation, namely, that
sex workers are not at greater risk of violence under the law.
Section 3.1 concludes with a couple pages on “Payment for sexual services”. Here, the report
briefly discusses the law against buying sex, the statistics on the offence and the (positive)
conclusions of the official evaluation (which it quotes without comment). Notably absent is a
claim that appeared in previous years’ reports that the law deters traffickers from setting up
business in Sweden. Perhaps the Swedish police no longer believe they can stand over this claim.
It’s not hard to see why.
**
Last month, I took part in a debate with Sarah Benson from Ruhama and Nusha Yunkova from
the Immigrant Council of Ireland – the two NGOs leading the Turn Off the Red Light campaign.
(Kathryn McGarry, a researcher from NUI Maynooth, made up the balance on the panel.) In
response to my citing this report, Sarah Benson said that the Swedes “never said” they would
eliminate prostitution entirely. I don’t think this is strictly true; the Swedish Women’s Lobby
(http://sverigeskvinnolobby.se/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/skriftliga-uttalande.pdf), for
example, has described the law as “a model to end prostitution and trafficking for sexual exploitation”.
But it’s certainly the case that the law has been promoted outside of Sweden – not least in Ireland
– as one that has been a hell of a lot more effective than this report shows it to be. In fact, when
interviewed by the Irish community TV programme The Live Register
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSANZqdunuE), Nusha Yunkova made the amazing claim
that “there is no prostitution in Sweden”. While this would stretch credulity of even the most
gullible Irish politician, I think it’s fair to say that most of those who’ve declared their support for
the Swedish model would be surprised by the contents of this report. They’ve been sold a law that
has been “proven” to reduce the size of the sex industry, not one that isn’t actually being
measured in this respect. A law that “reduces” sex trafficking from other countries, not one under
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which the number of women from certain countries “who are being exploited in prostitution in
Sweden” has increased. A law that “deters” men from purchasing sex, not one that is such a
useless deterrent the number of massage parlours in the capital has almost trebled in recent years.
And so on.
Of course, knowing the considerably less rosy reality of the Swedish model probably wouldn’t
make a difference to the average politician or those leading the TORL campaign; facts and
evidence aren’t really their main concern. But at least they couldn’t cloak their moral, ideological
and populist stances under a veneer of empiricism. For those whose support for the law stems
from a sincere belief that it’s actually had a significant effect on deterring clients and reducing the
extent of sex work and trafficking, they’re entitled to hear the evidence that it hasn’t. And we’re
all entitled to an honest debate – something that’s been sorely lacking in Ireland so far.
*ETA: The statement has now been removed from the Swedish police website. The original Swedish text
was: “Merparten av sexhandeln bedrivs numera via internet. Ingen av de inspekterade myndigheterna har
dock någon fullständig bild av omfattningen eftersom de inte bedriver någon kontinuerlig eller strukturerad
spaning på nätet”.
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Ruth Jacobs | January 5, 2014 at 11:22 pm
Reblogged this on Ruth Jacobs and commented:
For people who support and push for the Swedish/Nordic model because they believe it has
reduced sex trafficking, this post is essential reading.
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Reply
John Flavin | January 6, 2014 at 12:59 am
Great article Wendy, your brilliant work is much appreciated by those of us who want to
hear the sex workers’ side of the debate.
Reply
Wendy Lyon | January 6, 2014 at 9:01 am
I don’t speak for sex workers.
Reply
Pingback: Not your rescue project | Spanked, Not Silenced
Pingback: Not your rescue project | Spanked, Not Silenced
clairejayneescort | January 6, 2014 at 8:35 am
Reblogged this on Claire Jayne.
Reply
Pingback: Sex trafficking in Sweden, according to the Swedish police | Sexworker Blogs
barriorojoblog | January 6, 2014 at 12:29 pm
Well, u have solid arguments but u are still on the defensive. U should counter-attack and
explain what’s the real intention of the swedish law: prostitutes are criminalized by the
abolitionism and end at the hands of the police that, as the own girls say, are the most feared
pimps.
I’m sure u don’t speak INSTEAD of us as abolitionists do, but really u are speaking FOR us.
Sex workers and their allies need people like u to counter in some way the harm that we are
suffering. We need u to raise awareness about the evil intentions of organizations like Ruhama
that under a benevolent language cover the hate against sex work and support laws that give
even more power to the already very powerful pimps. U are needed to tell the truth to society,
to help silenced sex workers to be heard and to fight the government mafias.
Keep the good work.
Reply
Wendy Lyon | January 6, 2014 at 12:59 pm
Thank you
Reply
Laura Agustin | January 6, 2014 at 12:53 pm
Reference to changes in economic situations, section 3.1, refer to other countries’, not
Sweden’s, where there is no deterioration to speak of. They are explaining different
provenance of victims by things getting worse in their countries, impelling them to leave.
Reply
Wendy Lyon | January 6, 2014 at 12:58 pm
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Yes that would make more sense, but it says “a weakened national socio-economic climate”.
Maybe they mean “… in the countries of origin” but left that out, or it’s just translated
badly?
Reply
Laura Agustin | January 6, 2014 at 1:04 pm
To my ear the meaning is clear in English and Swedish: Förändringar i offrens
bakgrund och nationalitet kan förklaras av en försvagad nationell socio
ekonomisk
situation som slår särskilt hårt mot kvinnor och flickor
It means individual countries’ economies worsen. Sweden is well-off, no weakening
happening.
Reply
Wendy Lyon | January 6, 2014 at 1:07 pm
OK, you’re probably right. Actually, since that section is really highlighting an
apparent increase from Lithuania, that’s probably the “national” socio-economic
climate they specifically mean.
Sve | January 12, 2014 at 12:19 am
Interesting piece! Laura’s comment makes good sense. The economies in the Baltic
states (Lithuania included) have been worse or much worse struck than Sweden’s by
the current crisis. Sweden has therefore become a pimp and trafficking magnet, as
Wendy points out.
Pingback: Sex trafficking in Sweden, according to the Swe...
Pingback: So Call Our New Prostitution Law? - Page 13
Pingback: La traite sexuelle en Suède, selon la police | recherchetravailsexuel
Pingback: That Was the Week That Was (#402) | The Honest Courtesan
Pingback: Why I’m Not Getting the Buzz – theviewfromlightwoodspark
drewdog2060drewdog2060 | February 28, 2014 at 2:12 pm
This is an interesting article and is particularly relevant given the vote, on 26 February by the
European Parliament to support the Nordic model under which the purchase of sex is
criminilised. It will be interesting to see what effect the European Parliament’s non binding
vote has on the states which comprise the EU, (as you know Mary Honeball, a UK MEP) is a
prime mover in advocating the introduction of a ban on the purchase of sexual services.
Reply
Steen Schapiro | March 19, 2014 at 9:20 am
The link to the translated statement from the Swedish police, mentioned in your first
paragraph, does not work anymore. Do you know of an updated link, or can you quote the
statement in Swedish (would make it easier to find)?
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Thank you,
Steen
Reply
Wendy Lyon | March 19, 2014 at 9:49 am
I’ve updated the link so it should work now. Thanks for letting me know it was broken.
Reply
Pingback: The Statistics. | My Thoughts on Sex Work and the Law
Pingback: The Sex Trade: Lies, the ‘Voice of the Voiceless’ and Other Silencing Tactics | Soul
Destruction
Pingback: Conflating sex work and human trafficking - Loonie Politics
Pingback: The Sex Trade: Lies, the ‘Voice of the Voiceless’ and Other Silencing Tactics | Ruth
Jacobs
Pingback: In the Booth with Ruth – Jemima, Sex Worker, Writer and Student | Ruth Jacobs
Pingback: Sex workers’ safety should matter to all of us | A Thousand Flowers
Pingback: More on sex trafficking in Sweden, from the Swedish police (feimineach)
Pingback: Seules 7% des prostituées sont victimes de la traite des êtres humains en France |
Contrepoints
Pingback: Celebs Protest Amnesty International Call to Decriminalize Prostitution - Hit & Run
: Reason.com
Pingback: Celebs Protest Amnesty International Call to Decriminalize Prostitution | Michigan
Standard
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